Leaf scald, caused by Xanthomonas albilineans, is a major sugarcane disease worldwide. The disease is managed primarily with resistant cultivars obtained through classical breeding. However, erratic symptom expression hinders the reliability and reproducibility of selection for resistance. The development and use of molecular markers associated with incompatible/compatible reactions could overcome this limitation. The aim of the present work was to find leaf scald resistance-associated molecular markers in sugarcane to facilitate marker-assisted breeding. A genetic linkage map was constructed by selective genotyping of 89 pseudo F 2 progenies of a cross between LCP 85-384 (resistant) and L 99-226 (susceptible) using 1,948 single dose (SD) markers generated from SSR, eSSR, and SNPs. Of these, 1,437 SD markers were mapped onto 294 linkage groups, which covered 19,464 cM with 120 and 138
INTRODUCTION
Sugarcane (Saccharum spp. hybrids) is a tropical C4 member of the Poaceae family, which accounts for 70% of the raw sugar produced worldwide (Le Cunff et al., 2008; Aitken et al., 2014) . Cultivated sugarcane is derived from inter-specific hybridizations between two polyploid species Saccharum officinarum (2n = 8× = 80) and S. spontaneum (2n = 10× = 40-120) (Aitken et al., 2014) . The hybridization involved the combination of vigorous growth, tolerance to abiotic stresses and disease resistance from S. spontaneum with agronomic characteristics, including high sucrose content from S. officinarum. In the development of modern cultivars, the initial hybrids were backcrossed with S. officinarum to recover high sucrose content. Thus, the modern cultivars are complex aneu-polyploids with chromosome numbers of 2n = 100-120 (D'Hont et al., 1998; Aitken et al., 2014) that constitute approximately 80% of S. officinarum, 10-15% of S. spontaneum, and 5-10% recombinant chromosomes . The high ploidy level, the aneuploidy and the cytogenetic complexity have made sugarcane a challenge for breeding, genetics, and gene cloning Rossi et al., 2003) .
Diseases are one of the most important problems that affect sugarcane productivity (Rott and Davis, 2000) . Leaf scald, caused by the bacterium Xanthomonas albilineans (Ashby) Dowson, is one of the major diseases worldwide (Wang et al., 1999; Rott and Davis, 2000) . The disease is characterized by possible latent, chronic and acute phases varying in severity from a white, sharply defined longitudinal leaf stripe to death of shoots or entire plants (Ricaud and Ryan, 1989; Rott et al., 1997) . Leaf scald causes high losses in tons of cane per hectare and reduction in juice quality (Ricaud and Ryan, 1989; Rott and Davis, 2000) . Hot water treatment has been shown to partially control leaf scald because of the pathogen's vascular association. Moreover, management by hot water treatment is considered another significant cost to the industry (Rott and Davis, 2000) . Host plant resistance, tissue culture to produce healthy seed-cane, disinfection of cutting and harvesting tools with bactericides, and quarantine measures during germplasm exchanges are methods used to prevent and control the disease (Ricaud and Ryan, 1989; Rott and Davis, 2000) .
The development of resistant varieties is considered the best strategy to manage leaf scald in sugarcane. The troublesome aspect of resistance evaluation is that symptom expression is strongly affected by environmental conditions with severe symptom development being associated with the occurrence of drought conditions (Rott et al., 1997; Rott and Davis, 2000) . The erratic symptom expression results in the failure to accurately detect susceptibility and thus multiple field trials utilizing inoculation are needed. However, inoculation can result in systemic infection of resistant clones (Gutierrez et al., 2016) . Under this scenario, the marker-assisted selection (MAS) technique, which uses DNA marker(s) linked to useful trait(s), would be very useful in breeding for resistance against the disease (Costet et al., 2012a) .
The large (10 Gb) and complex genome, the absence of a reference genome draft, the coexistence of single and multidose alleles, and the irregular number of chromosomes in the homo(eo)logy groups have hindered progress in the development and application of genetic/genomic tools in sugarcane (Wang et al., 2010) . Until recently, all sugarcane genetic maps constructed were incomplete due to the large number of chromosomes and the limited number of markers used for mapping. Moreover, the makers that were used in the past for developing genetic maps are SSRs, EST-derived AFLPs, and DArTs that did not generate enough markers to cover the large sugarcane genome. However, with the decrease in the cost of DNA sequencing technologies, next generation sequencing (NGS)-based genotyping has recently been used to develop highdensity molecular maps that are being used in QTL mapping, gene tagging, and map-based cloning (Yang et al., 2017) .
The genetic maps developed for sugarcane cultivars, as well as for their ancestral species, are based on populations of full sib (F 1 ) individuals following a pseudo-test cross strategy using only single dose markers (Wu et al., 1992; Grattapaglia and Sederoff, 1994) . In a bi-parental population, a single dose marker has either a single copy of an allele in one parent segregating in 1:1 (presence:absence) or a single copy of the same allele in both parents segregating in 3:1 (presence:absence). Based on this method, partial genetic maps have been produced for S. spontaneum (Da Silva et al., 1993; Ming et al., 1998) , S. officinarum (Guimaraes et al., 1999; Aitken et al., 2006) , interspecific hybrids (Daugrois et al., 1996) , and modern cultivars of sugarcane (Hoarau et al., 2001; Andru et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2013; Aitken et al., 2014) . However, with the development of NGS and software tools capable of producing and processing millions of sequence variations, restriction enzyme-based genotyping by sequencing method (Elshire et al., 2011) has been used to identify single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers that were used for development of high-density linkage maps in sugarcane (Balsalobre et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017) .
A handful of QTL studies have been conducted in sugarcane reporting the genomic regions that control agronomic traits of interest, including sugar traits (cf. Balsalobre et al., 2017) . DNA markers associated with disease resistance were reported for brown rust (Daugrois et al., 1996; Asnaghi et al., 2004; Le Cunff et al., 2008; Costet et al., 2012a; Yang et al., 2017) , yellow spot (Aljanabi et al., 2007) , yellow leaf virus (Costet et al., 2012b; Debibakas et al., 2014) , and downy mildew (Baer and Lalusin, 2013) . However, the only QTL that has been fine resolved using synteny-based comparative mapping with sorghum is Bru1 for brown rust resistance (Costet et al., 2012a) . This led to the development of PCR-based markers linked to Bru1 that have been used in MAS in several breeding programs worldwide (Glynn et al., 2013; Racedo et al., 2013; Parco et al., 2014 Parco et al., , 2017 . The success with Bru1 provides an example that MAS is feasible in sugarcane. The present study reports on the identification of QTLs associated with resistance to leaf scald using selective genotyping of a subset of an F 1 progeny from a bi-parental population developed from the cross between two parents with contrasting disease response.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials
High heterozygosity of sugarcane cultivars makes it possible to use an F 1 population as a pseudo F 2 mapping population. The F 1 progeny derived from the cross between a leaf scald resistant cultivar LCP 85-384 (female) and a susceptible cultivar L 99-226 (male) was used to develop a linkage map. LCP 85-384 and L 99-226 were selected from the progeny of a cross between CP 77-310 and CP 77-407 (Milligan et al., 1994) and HoCP 89-846 and LCP 81-30 (Bischoff et al., 2009) , respectively. The seedling progeny of the mapping population was germinated in the greenhouse and transplanted to seedling trays after 3 weeks, and the survivor clones of this process were planted in the field at the Sugar Research Station, St. Gabriel, LA, United States. One hundred and eighty-six individuals randomly selected from the population were used in the study. The population along with the parents was maintained as clones in field plots where each clone represented a single plot 2.4 m long in a completely randomized layout.
Leaf Scald Reaction Evaluation and Data Analysis
The population (186 F 1 and parents) was evaluated as plant canes (first year crop) in two growing seasons (2014 and 2015) . Xanthomonas albilineans isolation and quantification, and plant inoculation by decapitation were performed following the protocols previously described (Garces et al., 2014) . Bacterial suspension at a concentration of 3.5 × 10 8 CFU/µL (0.18 OD at 590 nm) was kept at 4 • C in the dark prior to inoculation. Plants (20 biological replicates per clone) were inoculated at sunset by spraying the bacterial suspension on the surface of the shoot cut above the apical meristem with scissors dipped in the inoculum suspension (Koike, 1965) . In the summer of 2014, inoculation was performed on June 12. Two inoculations were performed in 2015, in different sugarcane plantings -the first inoculation was performed on May 29 and the second on June 9.
Disease severity was evaluated based on the type of symptoms observed 8 weeks after inoculation in intact leaves that emerged after the inoculation in 6 to 14 stalks per clone. Visual symptom severity was assessed for systemically infected leaves and rated using a 1 to 9 scale where 1-3 was considered to be resistant, 4-6 as moderately susceptible, and 7-9 as highly susceptible. Disease severity was evaluated for each clone using the formula: Resistance rating = [(1 × NS) + (3 × PL) + (5 × ML) + (7 × N) + (9 × D)]/T, where NS = number of stalks without symptoms; PL = number of stalks with leaves exhibiting one or two narrow, white, pencil-line streaks; ML = number of stalks with more than two pencil-line streaks in leaves; N = number of stalks with leaf necrosis or bleaching; D = number of dead stalks or stalks with side shooting; and T = total number of stalks evaluated per clone.
The visual ratings were transformed using the Box-Cox transformation with λ values of −1.2 (2014 data), −0.2 (first set of 2015), and 0.1 (second set 2015) using the formula (y λ −1)/λ (if λ = 0). The Box-Cox coefficients (λ) were obtained using SAS software v. 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States). The transformed data were evaluated for normality using the Shapiro and Wilk test, and heritability was estimated using VARCOMP procedure in SAS software v. 9.3.
DNA Extraction and Genotyping
Genomic DNA was isolated from freshly collected leaves of the progeny and parents using the potassium acetate protocol (Dellaporta et al., 1983) . The DNA samples of parents, grandparents and 89 F 1 selected based on the disease symptom severity ratings assigned in 2014 (36 resistant, 28 moderate resistant, 16 moderate susceptible, and 9 highly susceptible clones; the samples in each disease reaction group were represented in similar proportions in the original population of 186 progeny) were used for genotyping. DNA quantity and quality were estimated using the Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Bethesda, MD, United States).
Genotyping was performed using simple sequence repeat (SSR) as well as SNP markers. A total of 121 SSR primers (mapped on 10 Sorghum bicolor chromosomes) from the Sugarcane Microsatellite Consortium (Cordeiro et al., 2000; Pan, 2006) and 31 eSSRs developed from the leaf scald suppressive subtractive hybridization cDNA library (Supplementary Table S1 ) were used. For SSR genotyping, 50 ng of genomic DNA was used as the template in PCR reactions in a final volume of 10 µl containing 1× PCR buffer, 2.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2 µM dNTP mix, 0.4 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI, United States), and 0.75 µM of each primer. PCR amplification reactions were conducted on a C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler equipped with a 384 well block (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, United States) with a thermal profile of initial denaturation at 95 • C for 5 min, 35 cycles at 95 • C for 15 s, 58 • C for 15 s, and 72 • C for 1 min, and a final extension at 72 • C for 10 min. PCR products were resolved in 13% polyacrylamide gels using a HEGS electrophoresis apparatus (Nihon Eido, Tokyo, Japan). The gels were stained using ethidium bromide and visualized and documented in a Kodak Gel Logic200 gel documentation system (Carestream, Rochester, NY, United States). The SSRs and eSSRs amplified fragments were manually scored as '1' for presence and '0' for absence.
For genotyping by sequencing, 500 ng of DNA of each sample was used for library preparation as per Elshire et al. (2011) . Briefly, DNA was restricted by PstI enzyme and ligated with adapters for barcoding. Barcoded DNA from parents, grandparents, and the progeny were pooled and 96-plex sequenced in a single flow cell on an Illumina HiSeq2500 platform at the Institute of Biotechnology of Cornell University, BRC Genomics Facility, Ithaca, NY, United States.
Clean, filtered sequence reads after removing the adapter and restriction enzyme reminiscent with Phred quality score ≥ 20 were used for SNP calling. Two reference-based SNP callers, GBS Tassel (Glaubitz et al., 2014) , and Samtools (Li et al., 2009) were used. In the absence of the sugarcane reference genome, the Sorghum bicolor genome (v.3.0), because of its microsynteny with sugarcane (Wang et al., 2010) , was used as the reference, and uniquely mapped reads were used for variant calling. SNPs were called from GBS tags that constituted of at least three reads with identical sequence. Samtools pipeline was used as per the default parameters. Only SNPs that were commonly called by both software tools were subjected to a second level of filtering to remove SNPs that were not present in both parents and had more than 10% missing data.
Marker Segregation Analysis
Mono-and polymorphic fragments were produced by all the marker systems. In sugarcane, several segregation ratios are possible in the F 1 population. With the assumptions of polysomic inheritance and absence of segregation distortion, single dose (SD) markers are present only once in the genome and they are expected to segregate in 1:1 (present in one parental genome) and 3:1 (present in both parents) (Da Silva et al., 1993 ). Each marker was tested against expected segregation ratio using a χ 2 goodness fit test (df = 1) at 5% error level (type I) for SD or bi-parental SD segregation ratios.
Linkage Map Construction
Mapping of the SD markers onto linkage groups was done using OneMap v. 2.0-4 package of R v.3.1.3 (Margarido et al., 2007) . The SSR and eSSR markers were mapped as a dominant marker (presence versus absence). The linkage map construction was performed in two steps following the method suggested for polyploid species (Wu et al., 1992) . Markers were grouped as D1 (D1.10 and D1.13) originating from LCP 85-384 and D2 (D2.15 and D2.18) from L 99-226, and C8 and B3.7 originating from both parents as described by Wu et al. (2002) . Only SD markers were used to build the framework map of each parent with LOD (Log 10 of odds) score threshold of 4.0 and a recombination fraction value of 0.40. Linkage groups containing only the 3:1 SD markers (C8 and B3.7) belonged to both parental maps. OneMap allows construction of linkage groups carrying markers from both parents (D1 and D2) using 3:1 markers as hinge. Genetic distances between markers were computed using the Kosambi mapping function. To construct the homology group (HG), the markers in LGs were aligned into the sorghum chromosomes.
LGs with more than 80% of their markers mapped to a single sorghum chromosome were grouped into one HG. Recombinant linkage groups were formed with markers that were located on different HGs. Linkage groups with significant QTLs with high LOD scores and percentage of phenotypic variance explained (PVE) were selected for saturation. In the saturation process, the SD markers that could not be mapped previously but flanking the QTL regions (based on the genome information of Sorghum bicolor) were selected with a less stringent selection (Bonferroni correction was applied in the χ 2 test) for integration into the map. The graphic representation of the linkage groups was performed using MapChart v.2.3 (Voorrips, 2002) .
QTL Mapping
QTL analysis was performed on the transformed phenotypic data from the three field trials over two crop years, using the Windows QTL Cartographer Software v.2.5 (Wang et al., 2012) and QTL IciMapping Software v.4.1 (Wang et al., 2016) . To confirm the location of the QTLs, composite interval mapping (CIM) was undertaken with markers as co-factors selected by forward and backward step-wise regression with 10 cM window size and 1 cM walking speed settings in Win QTL Cartographer v.2.5 (Wang et al., 2012) with 1,000 iterations. A LOD of 2.5 and a 5% PVE were used as the threshold to declare a QTL significant (Churchill and Doerge, 1994) .
Based on the microsynteny between sugarcane and sorghum genomes, the location of the markers from QTL analysis were ascertained in the sorghum genome that facilitated the search for the genes flanking/within the QTL regions. Genes located within 20-kb surrounding the QTL regions were considered as candidate genes associated with the resistance response to leaf scald. For validation of the effect of a marker closest to a QTL, allele-specific primers were designed and PCR was run on all 186 F1 progeny as described earlier (Drenkard et al., 2000; Solis et al., 2017) . Expression profile of three genes selected in the QTL regions was analyzed using real-time PCR as described earlier (Khan et al., 2013) .
RESULTS
Leaf Scald Response of the F 1 Progeny in the Field
Leaf scald reaction of the F 1 population was evaluated visually 8 weeks after inoculation for plant cane in three different trials (one in 2014 and two in 2015) on a scale of 1-9. The phenotypic distribution was not normal and skewed to the left due to the high number of resistant progeny in the F 1 population. The use of the Box-Cox transformation showed low to intermediate correlation among the three field trials ( Table 1) . In contrast, the correlation among the different trials evaluated with the average of the visual symptom rating was high. Moreover, the transformed data presented a near-normal distribution (Figure 1) by ShapiroWilk test with p-value = 0.4157, W = 0.9943, and eliminated the left skewness with the skewness value near to zero (0.086). The heritability in broad sense of the leaf scald reaction (H 2 ), based on the severity of symptom expression, was 0.24 per plot and 0.48 per mean (Supplementary Data Sheet S1) that showed a low to medium genetic variance component and a high effect of the environment on leaf scald symptom expression.
The low to medium correlation among the data sets of the three time-point disease reaction evaluation led to the use of all the data sets in the QTL analysis. The QTLs reported in this study were found with at least two of the three field evaluations. The high (visual symptom rating) correlations of the average data with the trials allowed using the average information for the initial QTL mapping.
Genotyping and Marker Data
A total of 332 unambiguous alleles were obtained with genotyping of the F 1 progeny using 121 polymorphic SSR markers. Genotyping using 31 polymorphic eSSR markers resulted in 24 scorable alleles. Of these, 202 SSR (60.8%) and 20 eSSR (83.3%) alleles segregated as SD markers by χ 2 test that were included for linkage mapping. A total of 250,451,013 single-end 100 bp reads were obtained from the GBS of the mapping population and parents of which 225,489,934 were good-barcoded reads. Filtering for barcodes and restriction enzyme remnants produced 209,848,011 reads. From the genotyping by sequencing of 95 individuals (89 F 1 individuals plus parents and grandparents), a total of 28,722 and 27,260 SNP markers were called using Samtools and Tassel, respectively. Filtering to select only the non-redundant bi-allelic markers that are present in the parent(s) with less than 10% of missing data in the population produced 5,835 markers commonly found between the two SNP calling tools. Allelic dosage test by χ2 test showed 1,726 (29.6%) as SD markers that were used for linkage mapping.
Linkage Map Construction
A total of 1,948 SD (SNP and SSR and eSSR) markers were used for construction of a linkage map. A framework map was built for both parental clones and the progeny using pseudotest cross strategy (Supplementary Figure S1) . A total of 1,437 SD markers were assigned to 294 linkage groups (LGs) with the genome coverage of 19,464 cM (Supplementary Data Sheet S2) . Of the 294 linkage groups, 120
LGs were assigned to the maternal parent LCP 85-384 with a total map length of 4,160 cM by 378 SD markers, and 138
LGs were assigned to the paternal clone L 99-226 with genome coverage of 4,745 cM by 424 markers (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Data Sheet S2). Sixty-nine LGs contained SD markers that came from both parents (D1 or D2 = 1:1). Thirty-three LGs were constructed with only SD markers that were present in both parents and segregated 3:1 (c8 or B3.7 = 3.1; Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Data Sheet S2). The length of the LGs varied from 0.0001 cM (LG-272) to 491 cM (LG-20) with an average of 66.20 cM per LG and an average distance of 17.03 cM between two adjacent markers. The number of mapped markers per LG varied from 2 to 31 with an average marker density of 4.89.
Homology groups (HGs) were assembled based on the mapping position of the markers in a LG on sorghum chromosomes. Of the 1,437 mapped markers in LGs, 1,027 markers (71.5%) aligned with sorghum chromosomes. Based on the synteny, 907 markers from 208 (out of 294) were grouped into 10 sorghum chromosomes and named as HG1, HG2. . ..HG10. These 10 HGs covered 12,260 cM of the total map length, which accounted to 63% of the total genome coverage. The number of
LGs grouped in a HG ranged from 5 (HG8 with 22 markers and 238.2 cM coverage) to 49 (HG1 with 272 markers and 3891 cM coverage) (Supplementary Data Sheet S2 ).
QTL Mapping
Composite interval mapping was performed on the quantitative phenotypic data of leaf scald reaction obtained through visual symptom severity rating using initially only the SD markers that mapped onto the linkage groups. A putative QTL was called positive when the LOD score was higher than 2.5 and the percentage of the PVE was higher than 5%. CIM identified eight QTLs on seven LGs associated with resistance to leaf scald (Table 2 and Figure 2 ). Of these, six QTLs were identified from the mean visual data over three ratings, while one each was identified with the 2015 first and second rating data. The percentage PVE by an individual QTL for mean rating varied from 5.2 (LG 262) to 12.8 (LG 77) with 15 and 11% additive variance contributed by the resistant parent, LCP 85-384. QTLs with high additive phenotypic variance, such as qLSR37.1 (27.8%) and qLSR77.1 (54.1%) were contributed by alleles from the resistant parent. The QTL identified on LG 250 for 2015 second season explained for the highest population phenotypic variance (16.9%). Interestingly, this QTL with highest additive variation was contributed by the alleles from the susceptible parent, L 99-226. The QTL regions of six LGs were saturated with SNPs of different dosages that mapped to the sorghum genome and were not included for construction of the reference linkage map. The saturation process focused on QTL regions controlling the leaf scald response allowed for a reduction in the gap between the markers flanking some of the QTLs. Also, the recombinant LG 37 (336.09 cM), LG 104 (18.40 cM), and LG 250 (364.63 cM), which were formed after saturation with 21, 3, and 18 markers, respectively, contained one marker and two QTLs associated with leaf scald resistance ( Table 2 and Supplementary  Table S1 ).
The QTL, qLSR77.1 accounted for 12.8% of the phenotypic variation and an additive genetic variance of 0.11. To further evaluate the marker 5_1527e that was closest to the qLSR77.1 peak, allele-specific primers were run on the total 186 F1 progeny that were evaluated for leaf scald resistance. The marker, expectedly, accounted for 9% of the variation in leaf scald resistance (Supplementary Table S2) . Based on the synteny between sugarcane and Sorghum bicolor, the genes located within and neighboring qLSR29.1, qLSR44.1, and qLSR77.1 were identified in sorghum. The expression of RPM1 and beta-adaptin LG, linkage group; LOD, logarithm-base 10-of odds score (threshold = 2.5, to call a QTL positive); Position, scanning position in cM on the linkage group; PVE (%), percentage of the phenotypic variation explained by QTL at the current scanning position; Add, estimated additive effect of QTL at the current scanning position; Dom, Estimated dominance effect of QTL at the current scanning position; Left CI and Right CI, confidence intervals calculated by one-LOD drop from the estimated QTL position.
showed up-regulation in the resistant cultivar, LCP 85-384 until 1 week after infection, whereas in susceptible cultivar, HoCP 86-845, the expression was down-regulated after an initial upregulation at 24 h after infection (Supplementary Table S3 and Supplementary Figure S2) . On the other hand, the expression of PIC1 was repressed at all time points in the resistant cultivar.
DISCUSSION
The phenotypic resistance rating based on the severity of symptom expression in inoculated plants has been the standard method for assessment of the disease resistance response in different sugarcane clones. However, erratic symptom expression, the association between environment and symptomatology, the possibility that some sugarcane cultivars can tolerate the pathogen without exhibiting symptoms (Rott et al., 1997) , and the occasional systemic infection of inoculated resistant clones (Gutierrez et al., 2016) have made leaf scald resistance evaluation a difficult task. Thus, the efficiency of marker-assisted breeding would provide a great advantage in selecting clones with resistance to leaf scald. Visual rating of resistance based on symptom severity was used in the present study for the evaluation of the disease response in a F 1 population progeny of a cross between a leaf scald resistant parent and a susceptible parent. The distribution of leaf scald response was skewed for broad sense heritability (H 2 ) calculation (based on ANOVA test), and hence the data were transformed to obtain normal distribution. A phenotypic distribution pattern skewed toward resistance was also observed with brown rust phenotype of bi-parental progeny (Raboin et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2017) . The visual symptom evaluation data could differentiate the resistant clones after data transformation (Box-Cox transformation), and the normality requirement was met for the broad sense heritability calculation by ANOVA. Using the transformed data of the visual symptom evaluation, the broad sense heritability for leaf scald resistance obtained in this study (H 2 = 0.24 per plot and 0.48 per mean) was similar to other sugarcane diseases, such as red rot (H 2 = 0.19 to 0.31; Yin et al., 1996) and smut (H 2 = 0.41 ± 0.08; Chao et al., 1990 ). The low to moderate H 2 value obtained in the present study was due to the erratic symptom expression of the disease and latency, and this outcome is not surprising given the well documented influence of the environment on symptom expression. On the other hand, very high broad sense H 2 (0.98) was reported for leaf scald resistance in a different environment with crosses involving Brazilian clones by Bressiani et al. (2007) . However, the authors used the first stubble, and the disease rating was done 9 months after inoculation.
Linkage mapping in sugarcane requires a large number of progeny and markers in comparison with diploid plants as the low number of markers decreases the reliability of estimating useful genetic distances between the markers (Andru et al., 2011) . In the present study, the selective genotyping by NGS of a relatively small population produced a sufficiently large number of markers, which along with the use of the synteny between S. bicolor and Saccharum spp. (Wang et al., 2010; Aitken et al., 2014) allowed the construction of a reliable and informative linkage map that was comparable with previously reported sugarcane linkage maps (Aitken et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017) . SNP calling by Tassel, as used in the present study, has been shown to be better in calling SD SNPs compared to other SNP callers (Yang et al., 2017) . Further, the exclusive use of SD markers for the construction of the framework FIGURE 2 | Quantitative trait locus (QTL) map using F 1 progeny of sugarcane cultivars LCP 85-384 and L 99-226 after the saturation process of the QTL regions detected in the initial screening. For the addition of new markers, a Bonferroni correction was used in the χ 2 test for the detection of single dose markers neighboring the QTL regions (based on the Sorghum bicolor information). QTLs identified using composite interval mapping are presented as red solid vertical bars with peaks on the right of linkage groups. linkage map, followed by the saturation process with previously unmapped SD markers ensured high reliability in estimating genetic distances (Andru et al., 2011) . In sugarcane, LOD scores ≥ 3.0 and recombination frequency values between 0.25 and 0.45 have been commonly used (Da Silva et al., 1993; Grivet et al., 1996; Alwala et al., 2008; Andru et al., 2011) , although the maximum detectable recombination generally depends on the size of the mapping population (Andru et al., 2011) . In the present study, a maximum recombination frequency value of 0.40 and LOD score values ≥ 4.0 were used to avoid false linkages. However, the high number of unlinked markers, short LGs with less than four markers per LG, long distance between some markers, and the presence of long LGs (LG 20, for example) despite the use of LOD scores, and recombination thresholds similar to previously reported linkage map studies (Da Silva et al., 1993; Grivet et al., 1996; Alwala et al., 2008; Andru et al., 2011) were possibly due to the small population size. The inclusion of redundant variants that were removed during the framework linkage map construction helped circumvent this problem. In addition, inclusion of more SD markers for mapping, will be helpful to generate saturated LGs with higher numbers of markers. The number of LGs in the resistant parent LCP 85-384 (120) was more than 106 LGs reported earlier (Andru et al., 2011) . Similarly, the number of LGs in the susceptible parent L 99-226 (137) was expectedly more than the ideally expected number 120. Such genetic map fragmentation in L99-226 could be due to a lower number of polymorphic markers due to inbreedingcaused reduced heterozygosity in modern sugarcane (Deren, 1995) , and low marker density and uneven distribution of linked SD markers. In addition, the high number of recombinant linkage groups in the present study could be attributed to the small mapping population size. Since all the SNPs used in the present mapping were called based on the sorghum reference genome, all LGs were assembled into 10 homeologous groups (HG) of sorghum. This further supports the high degree of collinearity between the two crops (Ming et al., 1998) . Using the physical position information of the markers in sorghum genome could be a better strategy to place the LGs into HGs with confidence instead of the conventional method where LGs sharing two or more common multi-allelic markers from a same locus were grouped into one HG (Andru et al., 2011; Aitken et al., 2014) .
QTL analysis identified eight genomic regions on seven LGs controlling leaf scald response, which cumulatively explained 89% of the phenotypic variation. QTLs, qLSR37.1, qLSR77.1, qLSR104.1, and qLSR262.1, together, accounted for 30% of the resistance response where the alleles were contributed by the resistant parent. This suggested that alleles of these QTLs could be pyramided for obtaining quantitative resistance against leaf scald. In addition, single marker analysis (SMA) also identified four SD markers associated with leaf scald resistance with PVE ranging from 9.42% for marker c3_579 on LG29 to 17.27% for marker c3_689 on LG 104 (Supplementary Table S1 ). However, small number of progeny used for QTL mapping in this study could result in identification of genomic regions with overestimated phenotypic variation. Allele-specific markers specific to the SNP markers c5_1527 (12% PVE by CIM), c3_689 (17% PVE by SMA), and c3_579 (9% PVE by SMA) were run on the complete set of 186 progeny from the population, and the regression analysis showed that the three markers contributed 9, 4, and 3% of the phenotypic variation, respectively (Supplementary Table S2 ). Using syntenic information of the S. bicolor genome, one representative gene was selected around three QTLs (Supplementary Table S3 ). The induction/repression of expression of the genes in leaf/meristem tissue implicated their role in leaf scald resistance in sugarcane.
The QTL flanked by 5_1527g and 5_1527e (LG 77, 12.8% PVE) served as the starting point for subsequent analysis because of the high value of PVE and the information on the expression of the neighboring ESTs/genes that are associated with disease resistance. Pinpointing causative genes/markers within/around QTLs suggested that the QTL analysis and the use of the microsynteny between S. bicolor and Saccharum spp. could be a valuable tool in sugarcane research. Subsequent analysis of allelic polymorphism and comprehensive gene expression profile around the QTLs can enhance our knowledge of the nature of leaf scald resistance in sugarcane. These results further suggested that other QTLs identified in the present study need to be fine mapped to identify diagnostic SNPs linked to leaf scald resistance.
The GBS-derived SNP-enriched genetic map developed in the present study coupled with comparative analysis with the sorghum genome overcame the limitations associated with the small population used in the mapping process and the high environmental influence in the symptom expression of the disease, in addition to providing improved understanding of the sugarcane genome structure. Marker c5_1527 tightly linked to qLSR77, being a codominant, could be used, in combination with other linked SNPs, as leaf scald resistance diagnostic markers in marker-assisted breeding. Validation of the markers identified in this study is being performed using diverse germplasm with known leaf scald reaction. The validated molecular markers linked to leaf scald resistance can be used as new selection tools for large-scale screening of parents and early generation progeny in the breeding program to develop resistant cultivars.
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